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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine, unannounced inspection was conducted in the areas of review of
licensee corrective actions on previous inspection findings and NRC open items.

Results:

In the areas inspected, violations or deviations were not identified.

Four previous open items were closed. Two unresolved items were' identified;
one concerns missing pipe support calculations and the other, anchor bolt
minimum spacing requirements, are discussed in further detail in paragraph
2.b. of this report. The modification work on pipe supports was of good
quality.
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REPCRT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

0. Fraser, SAER Site Supervisor
J, Hammonds, Regulations and Compliance Supervisor
S. Koski, Snubber Engineer
G. Middleton, Southern Company Services (SCS) Engineer

*C, Moore, Assistance General Manager - Plant Support
J. Payne, Regulation and Compliance
D. Reynolds, Quality Contro! (QC) Inspector
J. Roberton, Jr., Acting Engineering Support Manager

*K. Robuck, Engineer
*S. Tipps, Nuclear Safety and Compliance Manager
*R. Zavadoski, Health Physics / Chemistry Manager

Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection included
craftsmen, engineers, mechanics, technicians, and administrative
personnel.

Other Organizations

Bechtel Power Corporation - Gaithersburg
S. DeMinco, Civil Engineer Supervisor

NRC Resident Inspectors

*L. Wert, Senior Resident Inspector
*R. Musser, Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

2. Actions on Previcus Inspection Findings (92701)

a. (Closed) Inspector Followup Item (IFI) 50-321/88-38-04,- Piping System
Modification Completion for IEB 79-14

This matter was opened to track the completion of piping system
modifications for IEB 79-14. The modifications were completed during
the 1990 refueling outage.- The license submitted Letter No. HL-1397,
000173, dated December 20, 1990 to NRC announcing the completion of
modifications for IEB 79-14. Inspection-Report 50-321, 366/90-04
documented the inspection of a portion of the modifications which
were completed before or during the early stages of the 1990 outage,
To verify the licensee performance on the remaining pipe support
modifications, completed since the last inspection, the inspector
randomly selected and reinspected 18 pipe supports which were
accepted by the licenser's QC inspection. The walkdown reinspection
was completed with the assistance of the licensee's engineers and QC .

inspectors. The supports were partially reinspected against their l
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detail drawings for configuration, identification, f astener/ anchor
installation, member size, weld sizes, component identification
numbers, dimensions, rust, maintenance, and damage / protection.
Listed below, are the supports which were verified during the walkdown
reinspection.

Support No. Rev. No. Discrepancies / Comments

E11-RHRH-268 0
E11-RHRH-344 0
E11-RHRH-345 0
E11-RHRH-377 0
E11-RHRH-708 0
E21-CSH-60 0
P41-F51-H802 0
P41-SWH-9 0
P41-SWH-1038 A

P41-SWH-232 1

P41-SWH-560A 0
P41-SWH-706 0
P41-SWH-709 1

P52-RBIH-25 B

P52-RB1H-56A 1 The anchor bolt at the lower and lef t
corner .does not meet the minimum
spacing requirement with the adjacent
support E21-CSH-49. This spacing
viciation was not documented in the
drawing nor was it reflected in the
calculation by reducing.the anchor bolt
allowable for both affected supports.

P52-RBIH-233 1

PS2-RBIH-238 0 The anchor bolt at the upper and right
corner does not meet the minimum
spacing requirement with the adjacent
support E11-RHRH-282. This spacing
violation was ~not documented in the
drawing nor was it reflected in the
calculations by reducing the anchor
bolt allowable.

T46-SGH-35 0

All inspected supports were acceptable except as noted on the column
of discrepancies and comments. The anchor bolt spacing violations or
the anchor bolt minimum spacing requirements not being met for
Support Nos. P52-RBIH-56A and P52-RBIH-238 will be discussed further
in paragraph No. 2.b. Based on the inspections and the licensee's
Letter No. HL-1397, this item is considered closed.
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b. (Closed) IFl 50-321/88-38-05, Piping System Document Completion for
IEB 79-14

This matter was a followup to review the documentation required for
completion of the pipe support modifications. The documentation
includes revisions of support drawings and calculation, and work
packages. The inspector discussed the matter with the licensee's
engineers and reviewed the information provided. All the pipe
support modifications were completed by April 1990. The licensee had
completed all the required revisions to pipe support drawings and
calculations which related to the modifications. The licensee is
currently updating the drawing revisions for the supports not -
required to be modified, to combine the outstanding documents and the
minor discrepancies found ' during the walkdown- inspection. The
schedule of the completion of this drawing update program is July
1991.

To verify the licensee performance on the support documentation,12
pipe support design calculations and drawings were. partially reviewed
and evaluated for thoroughness, clarity, consistency, and accuracy..
The review included: that the applied loads used were taken from the
latest stress calculations; computer model, computer input and
output; check of displacements, member size,- weld sizes and symbols,
bolt sizes, and standard component capacities and settings. In general,
the design calculations were acceptable, except as noted in
' discrepancies / comments. Based on the licensee's completion of
support drawings and calculations, IFI 50-321/88-38-05 is considered
closed. Listed below, are the support- calculations which were
reviewed by the inspector.

Calculation Rev.
Support Nq. No. No. Discrepancies / comments

B21-F30-H001 3726- 6
B21-F30-h002 3726 6

| 831-102~H005 3731 2
l C41-F1-H009 3720 9

E11-RHRH-268 3711 6
E11-RHRH-282 3611 6 The calculation did not

address the reduction of
anchor bolt allowable
required because the anchor
bolt had not met the minimum
spacing requirement with the
adjacent support P52-RB1H-
238. The licensee performed
a new additional calculation
by using the reduced
allowable to qualify the ;
anchor bolt.
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) Calculation Rev.
Support ho, No. No. Discrepancies / comments

~

: (cont'd)
E11-RHRH-377 3713 6
E21-CSH-49 3645 8 The top anchor bolt did not

meet the minimum spacing
requirement with the adjacenti

support PS2-RB1H-56A. The
original support calculation
was missing. The licensee
generated a new calculation

j by using the reduced
allowable to qualify the

; anchor bolt.
; P41-SWH-111A 3695 0

P52-RB1H-56A 3686 0 The calculation did not
address the reduction of
anchor bolt allowable-

required because the anchor
bolt had not met the spacing
requirement with the adjacent

i support E21-CSH-49. The
licensee performed a new
additional calculation by
using the. reduced allowable
to qualify the anchor bolt.

PS2-RB1H-1898 3725 5
P52-RB1H-238 3705 0' The calculation addressed the4

reduction of anchor bolt
allowable required because
the anchor bolt had not met
the minimum spacing require-
ment with the adjacent
support E11-RHRH-282.

During the support walkdown reinspection, the inspector noticed that
support Nos. P52-RB1H-56A and PS2-RB1H-238 had not met the anchor
bolt minimum spacing requirement with the adjacent support Nos. E21-
CSH-49 and E11-RHRH-282 respectively. The licensee's engineer stated

_ that the support calculations would _ indicate and adjust the allowable'

to qualify the existing anchor bolt spacing, but the drawings will
not show details of spacing violations with the adjacent supports.
The inspector stated that if the anchor bolt spacing violations were
not shown on the detail drawings, the support designers would 'likely
miss the spacing violation information and therefore not adjust and
reduce the anchor bolt allowable when qualifying the anchor bolts.
Paragraph D.2.g of Procedure HNP-1-11004, Rev. 0, "HNP-1 Hanger
Surveillance for IE Bulletin 79-02" (this procedure was voided after
surveillance completed), stated partially that the "As Built"
(drawing) must show the location and description of anything located
on the same concrete within 12" of the edge of existing plates.
Paragraph VI.D of Procedure HNP-1-11005, "HNP-1 Hanger Rework
Program" (this procedure was also voided after rework completed) alsoi

had a similar requirement to inspect and record the existing anchor

_ _ - . ,
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bolts within the specified ' distance for the anchor bolt' minimum-

spacing violation. None of four - support drawings, E11-RHRH-282!-

E21-CSH-49, 'P52-RB1H-56A, and P52-RB1H-238, records the anchor bolt
minimum spacing violation with the . adjacent- supports. Only the
support calculation for PS2-RB1H-238 addressed and reduced-the anchor--

- bolt-allowable when qualifying.the anchor bolts. The licensee took a- r
quick action | to qualify anchor _ bolts on three supports using the =-

reduced _ allowable. Pending-the licensee's: root cause-investigation
and resolution of the problem, this item is. identified as: Unresolved
Item 50-321, 366/91-03-01, Anchor Bolt Minimum Spacing Requirement.t

During the review-of support calculations for the anchor bolt minimum
spacing violation, the inspector learned- that_ the -_ original
calculation for support No. E21-CSH-49 was_ missing._-The Hatch-piping
systems- were originally designed- by.-Bergen-Paterson Corporation,

'Apparently.-when the licensee's -architect / engineer, Bechtel,
attempted to retrieve the original- pipe support calculations for -
review during 1990 walkdown inspection and rework, Bergen-Paterson -
stated that. the calculations were- somewhere -.in the warehouse, and.

'

they could ' not -locate them. Therefore, Bechtel generated '.new
calculations =when supports were modified or supports had major
discrepancies compared to the' drawings. For supports with load
-de'mse, no discrepancies, or . minor. discrepancies, no support
calcuiations were generated.-_ Per IE Bulletin; 79-02, the support
calculations are required to check the minimum factor of safety for.
expansion anchor bolts, base plate flexibility, cyclic _ loads, .and .
other elements. Per IE Bulletin 79-14, the support: calculations'are -
required to check the -configuration and design including members,'
welds, components, bolts, etc. It isLdifficult for engineers 1 to
judge the support design adequacy-without support calculations. The-
-inspector estimated that about -700 pipeosupport calculations are
missing without new calculations for-Unit 1.

During the inspection period, the licensee contacted Bergen-Paterson
again about the original' support calculations: and. Bergen-Paterson

| replied that. the__ original support calculations had been- turned over
to Georgia Power Company. By- the end. of the inspection the missing'

1

calculations had not been located.- '

Pending the licensee's recovering the missing pipe support calcula-
tions or generating new calculations,- this item is identified as
Unresolved -Item 50-321, 366/91-03-02,- Missing Pipe Support
Calculations,

c. (Closed) IFI 50-321/88-38-06,- Final Summary Report -for_ IEB 79-14 -

The inspector-discussed this item with the licensee's engineersiand
reviewed Letter No. NL-1397,000173, . dated December 20, -1990,
submitted by the licensee. This letter with its-enclosure served as
a Final Summary Report. for IEB 79-14 ~ The' report includes;-

introduction; tasks, activities, and. work flow; field walkdown/
surveillance of piping systems; evaluation of piping;-pipe support- >

,
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evaluation; results; implementations of modifications; and conclu-
sions. The report detailed - the walkdown reinspection, procedures
used, stress reanalyses, pipe support evaluation, code compliance,
and modifications. 24 safety-related and Seismic Category I portions
of the systems were included for compliance with IE Bulletin -79-14.
205 out of a total of 213 pipe stress problems were reanalyzed to-
demonstrate that the systems met code compliance. Approximstely 1440
out of 2700 pipe supports were modified due to the walkdown
inspection and stress reanalysis. Final as-built drawings were
created for each modified design and issued to the established
distribution system. Therefore, all pipe supports and piping
included in the scope of IE Bulletin 79-14 for Unit 1 currently meet
long term code compliance criteria. Based on the review of final
summary raport and inspection on modifications, this item is
considered closed,

d. (Closed) Un esolved item 50-321, 366/90-04-01, Hydraulic

Snubber Stroke Measurements

This matter concerned the fact that the licensee has three different
organizations taking measurements on identical snubbers and assigning
different values to the stroke setting. The results are sent to-the
same person (the snubber engineer) for evaluation. The three
different organizations are Snubber Maintenance Group, QC inspection,
andinserviceInspection(ISI) group.

i

The inspector discussed this problem with the snubber engineer who
receives the different results for evaluation. The snubber engineer
admitted that he instructed the ISI personnel to measure the snubber |

setting from the face of the gland to the top edge of the attachment
that engaged the threaded portion of the main shaft, because the
majority of the ISI personnel are contractors and. they travel from
plant to plant. When he receives the inspection results from ISI
personnel, he takes out 3/4" from the-inspection data if it is a
Bergen-Paterson hydraulic snubber. The measurements on the other two
types of the hydraulic snubbers, from other manufacturers, are
adequate.

The snubber engineer did not know why the QC inspector and supervisor
used a different measurement method than the snubber Maintenance Group.
During the inspection period of Inspection Report 90-04, the QC
inspector and supervisor referred to the QC inspection procedure and
demonstrated the setting measurements -in front of two NRC inspectors.
To avoid the three different snubber setting' measurements from the
three different organizations based on the three different

-procedures, the licensee agreed to revise the QC Inspection Procedure
No. 450C-INS-012-0S, " Visual Examination VT-3 and VT-4" and ISI
Inspection Procedure No. VT-H-730, " Visual Examination VT-3 and VT-4"'
to coincide with the measurement method stated in the Snubber
Maintenance Manual. :The snubber engineer will also give training to
the ISI personnel on hydraulic snubber setting measurements before
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occh refueling outage and to the QC inspector = if required. Based on-
the licensee's action to be taken to resolve this problem, this item-
is considered closed.

3. Exit Interview;

] The inspection scope-and results were summcrized un February 15, 1991,
with those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspector described the
areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results listed"

i

; below. Although reviewed during this. inspection, proprietary information
; is not contained in this report. Dissenting comments were not received
i from the licensee,

d

Closed) IFI 50-321/88-38-04.
'

Closed) IFI 50-321/88-38-05
~

)

Closed) IFI 50-321/88-38-06
Closed) UNR 50-321, 366/90-04-01

.

; (0 pen) UNR 50-321, 366/91-03-01, Anchor Bolt. Minimum Spacing
j Requirement - Paragraph 2.b.
'

(0 pen) UNR 50-321, 366/91-03-02, Missing Pipe Support- Calculations -'

Paragraph 2.b.
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